The Literature Network: This site is organized alphabetically by author. Click on any author’s name, and you’ll see a biography, related links and articles, quizzes, and forums. Most of the books here are free, but there are some downloads that require a small fee.

**Kinect Guide**
Like the Xbox Guide, the Kinect Guide is a quick and easy way to start Kinect activities. You can view your friends, messages, and achievements, and troubleshoot Kinect sensor problems from the Kinect Guide.

**Kinect Xbox Dashboard | Kinect Voice and Gestures | Kinect ...**
This is your guide to everything you need to know about Xbox 360 Kinect: how it works, what it costs, and what games you can play on it.

**The Ultimate Guide To Xbox 360 Kinect - Kotaku**
Kinect for Windows SDK Programming Guide is a great place to start learning about developing software for the Kinect for Windows device. Familiarity with .NET development is the only pre-requisite to the content in this book. Although you will get much more value from the book if you also have a Kinect device to tests your applications.

**Kinect for Windows SDK Programming Guide: Jana Abhijit ...**
Kinect Star Wars is a fun, yet challenging Kinect game. There are 5 main game types that you can choose to play alone in single-player, or co-op with a friend, sibling or child. This title does an ...
The new Kinect for Xbox One comes bundled with the console and enables motion- and voice control out of the box. It features a 1080p camera compared to the VGA sensor on the original Kinect.

Learn how to set up the Xbox Kinect sensor on your Xbox 360. Also learn how to configure your play space. Our Kinect setup guide will get you playing in no time!

Simple Setup Guide (more detailed tutorial in the works) After unzipping the download, open the KinectVR-broadcaster folder as a Unity Project. Open the broadcast unity scene. Select AliceManager inside the Kinect prefab, change the HOST to your local IP, Export as a Windows Standalone build, this will broadcast raw Kinect data to node.js

The Xbox 360 Kinect sensor requires Kinect for Windows Runtime v1.8, ... The Driver4VR utility features a step-by-step guide that walks you through the body calibration. The software must measure ...

But if you have an old Microsoft Kinect kicking around, you can use it for full-body tracking today. Driver4VR released a free utility that enables you to use a Kinect sensor to emulate three Vive Tracker pucks for full-body tracking in SteamVR. Several years ago, Microsoft made a big deal out of its Kinect sensor.

Find the Top Kinect Games with the MSN Buying Guides >> Compare Products and Brands by Quality, Popularity and Pricing >> Updated January 2020 10 Best Kinect Games of 2020 | MSN Guide: Top Brands ...

The Kinect needs its own power source which is independent from the USB connection to work on a computer. The latest Xbox360 can power the Kinect directly but the older...
Xbox requires an adapter for that purpose. Therefore, the Kinect which is bundled with the Xbox360 doesn't include an adapter whereas the Kinect which is sold separately does.

**Getting Started - OpenKinect**

KinectPV2. Kinect v2 Processing library for Windows 8. A simple to use implementation for the Kinect v2 for Windows. GitHub repository. Check out the tutorial here. Current Version 0.7.5 (August 2015)

**Kinect v2 Processing library for Windows – Codigo Generativo**

Find out the best tips and tricks for unlocking all the achievements for Kinect Adventures in the most comprehensive achievement guide on the internet.

**Kinect Adventures Achievement Guide & Road Map**

The OneGuide has all your favourite channels. All your favourite shows. All with the sound of your voice. You can even create your own personal channel by pinning the shows and apps you watch most.

**OneGuide - Xbox One Wiki Guide - IGN**

Kinect Sports, for instance, seemed like it suffered greatly without something to hold onto when miming actions, and while Joy Ride is a blast to play, the driving controls feel inferior in ...

**Kinect guide: a preview and explanation of Microsoft's new ...**

Kinect for Windows Manufacturing of the Kinect for Windows has been discontinued. The next generation of Microsoft’s category-defining depth sensor lives on in the Azure Kinect DK, a developer kit with advanced AI sensors for sophisticated computer vision and speech models.

**Kinect - Windows app development**

A visual guide to blocking punches and executing super-punches in Kinect Sports' Boxing mode.

**Kinect Sports Game Guide - Boxing**
The new Kinect for Xbox One comes bundled with the console and enables motion- and voice control out of the box. It features a 1080p camera compared to the VGA sensor on the original Kinect, processing 2 gigabits of data per second to accurately read its environment.